
To invoke a blessing, the divine character chooses a Blessing action card and refers to the side based on his current 
stance. He must meet the requirements before he can attempt to invoke the blessing. In this example, an Initiate of 
Sigmar wishes to invoke Divine Perseverance, one of his Sigmar Blessing action cards. Since he’s in a conservative 
stance, he refers to the conservative side of the blessing card. 

Divine Perseverance requires an Invocation check, based on the Sigmarite’s Fellowship. He assembles and 
rolls his dice pool as with a normal action check. If his Invocation check generates enough successes, the Divine 
Perseverance blessing is successfully invoked. It immediately draws in as much favour as it can, trying to meet 
the favour requirement to activate the blessing’s effects. Since the Sigmarite had 4 favour available, all 4 favour is 
consumed, and the blessing’s effects are triggered. 

If the Initiate of Sigmar had only 3 favour available, all 3 favour would be placed on the Divine Perseverance card 
to show it was in the process of being invoked. As soon as a 4th favour was available, it would be claimed by Divine 
Perseverance and the blessing would resolve.

If the Invocation check fails, the blessing is not invoked,  and only one favour is consumed.

InvokIng a BlessIng

InvokIng BlessIngs
There are two steps a priest character must perform in 
order to successfully invoke a blessing.

First, the priest chooses which blessing he wishes to invoke, 
and performs the appropriate action associated with that 
blessing. Usually, this is an Invocation check.

Next, after successfully invoking the blessing, the character 
must provide enough favour to fuel the blessing’s effect. 

Once the blessing has been invoked and sufficient favour 
generated, the blessing resolves.

DIvIne Prayers & 
InvokIng BlessIngs
Religion and the power of prayer are undeniably present in the Old 
World. Those who have curried the favour of their chosen gods can 
perform great deeds in their names. Calling upon one’s patron de-
ity is not without its own risks, however. Should a faithful servant 
beseech his god at the wrong time, or without due case, he may lose 
what favour he has gained, and suffer strain, injury, or worse!

Divine prayers and blessings in Warhammer Fantasy Roleplay are 
fuelled by favour. Divine characters invoke their god for aid, asking 
to be blessed, then pray to generate the favour necessary to fulfil 
their request. The more significant the blessing, the more favour 
required before being fulfilled.


